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• China has suffered most kinds of natural 
disasters, such as flood, earthquake, 
drought, geological disaster, typhoon, 
hailstorm, high temperature, heat wave, 
sea ice, snow disaster and forest fire, 
which threaten economic and social 
development in the affected regions.



• Chinese government pays high attention 
for disaster relief material reserves. 
There are some kinds of reserves, such 
as critical life support to people affected 
by disasters, epidemic prevention, 
emergency traffic support, forest fire 
prevention and flood control. 

• Several ministries take part in this area.



Ministry of Civil Affairs is in charge of
disaster relief material reserves for 

critical life support to people affected 
by disasters.
Provide tent, bedding, clothing, outfit, 
etc.



• Ministry  of Civil Affairs established 
the disaster relief material reserve in 
1998, which provided life support 
through the period of the Yangzi River 
flood one of the worst  disasters in 
China. 



• At the begining, MCA only  had two kinds 
of material reserves, 12 m2 tent and  12 
m2 warmth tent.

• There was not a stable fund for this work at 
that time.

• No suitable warehouse. 



• In rencet years, there are several major 
disasters in China, such as freezing rain 
snow with low temperatures, Wenchuan 
earthquake, Yushu earthquake and Zhouqu 
extra-large mountain torrent and debris flow.

• The MCA allocated the disaster relief 
material reserves to the areas affected by 
disasters immediately.



• The material reserve plays a very active
role in disaster relief work. It provides
supply to people affected by disasters, and
improves the work efficiency for the
government.

• Ministry of Finance allocates annual fund 
for the disaster relief material reserves. 



• Make offcial standard of material reserves.
• There are 16 offcial standards  issued, 2 

offcial materials standards drafted.
• Disaster relief tent, disaster relief bedding,  

clothing and disaster outfit. 



Disaster relief tent

• Part 1: 8m2 tent 
• Part 2: 12m2 tent
• Part 3: 36m2 tent
• Part 4: 12m2 warmth tent
• Part 5: 36m2 warmth tent 
• Part 6: toilet tent 
• Part 7: coated fabric for tent  



Disaster relief bedding and 
clothing

• Part 1: quilt

• Part 2: overcoat

• Part 3: warmth clothes

• Part 4: multifunctional sleeping bag



Disaster relief outfit

• Part 1: folding bed

• Part 2: folding-table, folding-stool

• Part 3: flexible watering tank, bucket

• Part 3: airbed



Tent



Material delivery

• To boost material delivery,China gradually 
builds up a national relief material 
transportation network that covers 
transportation scheduing, resuorce supply 
and vehicle maintenance.



Transportation



Support



National  wareshouses

•



Warehouse



Four administrative level systems

• Not only central government, but also local 
governments set up disaster relief material 
reserves.

• In China, central level, provincial level, 
municipal level, and the county level, four-
level networks of relief material reserves 
are adapting to China's national conditions 
and featuring level-to-level adiministration. 



Regulation

• MCA and MFA issued the regulation on  
disaster relief material reserves, including 
purchasing, store, allocating and using the  
disaster relief material reserves.

• MCA issued the regulation on national 
warehouse management.



Information management

• MCA developed a information management
system on disaster relief material reserves
based on the Internet. it is used by central
level, provincial level, municipal level, and the
county level government. MCA can know the
disaster relief material reserves of all the
local governments in time.





Materials and goods supply

• Method of reserve of  materials and goods
• purchase and store for warehouse
• Improving the capacity of producition 
• store by private unit



International coperation and exchange

• China donated the disaster relief 
material reserves to foreign government 
to help the people affected by the 
earthquake in South Asia, 2005.

• MCA carried out the activivties on the 
building of disaster relief material 
reserves with  UNICEF, WFP and 
UNHCR.
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